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THE MYSTERY RELIGION OF BABEL/BABYLON
(Genesis 11:1-9 with Revelation 17)

I. Founded by _________________

 II. City Named Bab-El, the “___________ of _________”

A. An apostate religion in ________________ against _________

B. Built a tower as a _________________ and a ______________

III. Committed _______________ through the High-________________ Semiramis I, 

Nimrod’s _____________

A. She is said to have had a son, _________________, whom she claimed was 

________________________________________

B. He was hailed as the _____________________________________ (cf. Gen. 3:15)

C. Ezekiel _________________ his ______________ during the captivity (Eze. 8:14)

IV. The “______________________________” Was of the _____________ and __________

A. Image of a ______________ holding a ______________ child ubiquitous in 

ancient lore

B. Phoenicia called them __________________ and Tammuz

C. Egypt called them ___________ and _______________

D. Greece called ___________________ and ____________

E. Rome called them _______________ and _____________

V. The “_____________________________”
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A. __________________ purification after _____________

B. __________________ by many ____________________ 

C. Sprinkling with ______________________ 

D. Dedication of _________________ to the ____________ 

E. _____________ for Tammuz for __________ prior to the Festival of __________

1. A celebration of having received Tammuz _________ from the ________

2. Used the _________ as sacred symbol of his _______________________

F. Setting up __________________ in honor of Tammuz’ ____________ at the 

__________________________________

G. Use of the ________ as the sacred sign of the “___________________ principle”

VI. Became Entangled with ________________ under _________________ Influence

A. ____________, the ___________ god, is identical to Tammuz

B. Modern ______________, ______________, and _______________ revere Ba’al 

as “the most ______________________ of the ________________ gods”

VII. When __________________ Fell, the High Priests Fled, Eventually Establishing New 

Headquarters in ____________

A. Priests wore miters shaped like a ____________________ in honor of 

____________, the ___________________ form of the Tammuz 

mysteries

B. High priests in Rome took the title ________________________________

1. Title later claimed by all _______________________________ from 

_____________________________ to 

________________________
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2. Constantine conferred the title on the ________________ of __________

3. Title claimed today by the ___________ 
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